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Introduction

In the ^-dimensional Euclidean space R", let S be a compact portion of a

/c-dimensional (1^/c^n —1) Lipschitzian surface. Let Φ be a continuously
differentiate function on the set {xeR"; 0<|x|<#0} for some positive number
R0 greater than the diameter of S. For a signed measure σ on S, we define the
single layer Φ-potential of σ by

provided the integral exists. Clearly, V% is continuously differentiate on Ω\S
for a neighborhood Ω of S, but, in general, not on S.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the following problems under the
conditions that S satisfies α0-condition at x°eS (in the sense of [11]) and that
\(dΦ/dXi)(x)\^C\x\-λ-\ 0<|x|<K0, for some λ with 0<A<n.

( I ) Existence of limits of derivatives of Vσ

φ along sets which are non-
tangential to S at x°eS;

(II) Holder continuity of derivatives of Vσ

φ on sets of the above type
(III) Existence of derivatives of Vσ

φ at x° e S;
(IV) Holder continuity of derivatives of Vσ

φ on S.

In the case of the single layer Newtonian potentials V{ in R3, i.e., in the
case where n = 3, /c = 2, Φ(x) = |x|~1 (hence λ =1) and σ=fdS (dS: the surface
element of S), many results on these problems have been obtained; see O. D.
Kellogg [8], N. M. Gϋnter [6] and M. Ohtsuka [9] and [11].

In case n and k (Irg/c^n — 1) are arbitrary, S. Dϋmmel [3], and Dϋmmel
and Siewert [4] have shown a few results concerning problem (I) for Φ(x) =
|x|~λ; but in these papers, problems (II), (III) and (IV) are not discussed.

We shall extend these results to more general single layer Φ-potentials with
conditions on σ and Φ suitable to respective problems; in particular when we

consider normal derivatives (d/dn)Vφ we assume a local homogeneity condition
for Φ (denoted by (Φ —4); see 1.3) and further, in case λ = k— 1, a condition of the
type(cf. (Φ-5)in 1.3)
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\(dΦldn)(x)\^C\x*\\xΓk-\

where x* is the projection of x to the space of normal directions to S at x°. Note
that Φ(χ) = \χ\~λ satisfies both (Φ-4) and (Φ-5).

Basic notions and definitions for S, σ and Φ are given in §1. We assume that
S contains the origin 0 and consider problems (I), (II) and (III) for x° = 0. In
§2 we study the behavior of single layer Φ-potentials themselves (not their deriva-
tives), and prove the existence of their limits along a set non-tangential at the origin
or a non-tangential line terminating at the origin and their Holder continuity on
such a set. In §3 we are concerned with problems (I) and (II). We obtain in
Theorem 3.1 the Holder continuity of tangential derivatives of Vσ

φ on a non-
tangential set. The existence of limits of normal derivatives (d/dn)Vξ> and that

of functions of type \x\λ~k+1(d/dri)Vζ>(x) along non-tangential lines terminating
at the origin are immediate consequences of the results in §2 (Theorems 3.2 and
3.2'). In Theorem 3.3 we obtain the Holder continuity of directional derivatives
of Vσ

φ on a non-tangential line terminating at the origin. Note that normal deriv-
atives, and hence directional derivatives, are Holder continuous only on a line.
In fact, limits of a normal derivative along lines depend on their directions. But,
in case S is an (n — l)-dimensional surface, as in [9; Theorem 18], the Holder
continuity of directional derivatives on a non-tangential set can be proved (Corol-
lary 3.1). In §4 we consider problem (III). We show in Theorem 4.1 the exist-
ence of a certain limit for Fj which insures the existence of the tangential deriv-
ative of Vσ

φ at the origin (Corollary 4.2). In Theorem 4.2 we give an answer
to problem (III) for directional derivatives. §5 is devoted to problem (IV) in the
case where σ has density/and λ = k — l under the conditions that S satisfies uniform
α0-condition and / is Holder continuous on S. We obtain in Theorem 5.1 the
Holder continuity of directional derivatives of Fj on 5 and a generalization of a
theorem of Liapunov (Theorems 5.2 and 5.2').

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Makoto Ohtsuka for
suggesting the topic of this paper. He is also indebted to Professor Fumi-Yuki
Maeda and Dr. Yoshihiro Mizuta who read the manuscript very carefully and
suggested many improvements.

§ 1. Preliminaries

1.1 Basic notions

Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space with points x — (xl9...9xn).
The inner product of points x = (x!,..., xn) and y = (yί9..., yn) is defined by <x, j> =

Σ?=ι x/3;i and the distance of x, y by \x-y\ = {Σϊ=ι (*< —M)2}1'2- We denote
by Cΰ(E) the closure of a set E in Rn and by 5(π)(x, r) the n-dimensional closed

\y-x\£r}. We write e, =(1, 0,..., 0),..., <?„ = ((),..., 0, 1).
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Let a be a unit vector in Rn and x° be a point in Rn. The open half line

{x° + pa; p>0} is denoted by L(x°, α). For a set E in #", the contingent of E

at x°, denoted by contg (£, x°), is the set of all half lines L(x°, α) for which there

is a sequence {x(n)} in £\{x°} satisfying lim^oo x(/l) = x° and linv^ (x(n) — x°)/
|χ<«)-χθ| = ίz.

LEMMA 1.1. // E, F are sets such that OeC0(E\{0}) n C£(F\{0}) and
contg (E, 0) n contg (F, 0) = 0, then there are positive numbers C = C(£, F) and

r = r(£, F) such that

\x\ + \y\£C\x-y\

for every x e E Π £(/I)(0, r) and y e F.

We can prove the lemma by the same argument as in the proof of [1 Prop-
osition 0.1] and thus omit its proof.

Let 0<α^ 1. A function/defined on a set E is said to be &-H older continuous
on E if there is a positive constant C such that

whenever x, x e E. The smallest of such C is called the Holder constant of f.

Let μ be a non-negative measure, let x° be a point in Rn and write g(ρ) =
μ(J5(π)(x°, p)) for p^O. Then for any continuously differentiable function F on

(0, r] (r>0) such that limpio F(p)g(p) = Q,

(1.1) F(|x-x°|)φ(χ) = F(r)g(r) - F'(p)g(p)dp,
Jθ<|jc-jc°|^r JO

provided at least one of the integrals exists. This formula will be often used in

the sequel.
The letter C will be used to denote various positive constants independent of

the variables in question.

1.2. The surface S

Let k be an integer such that 1^/cgn — 1. For x = (x1?..., x^eR", let

x/ = (x1,..., xfc, 0,..., 0) and x* = x — x/=(0,..., 0, xfc + 1,..., xw). We often regard

x' as a point in Rk.

Let S be a fc-dimensional Lipschitz surface defined by

S = {xεR»ι xk+1 = ψk+ι(x'),...9 xn = ψJίx'), \x'\ ̂  r0}

for some r0>0, where ^k+.ι,..., ψn are Lipschitz functions on |xΊ^r0 such that
.̂(0) = 0, i = fc-hl,..'.,n. Let Ψ(x') = (x''9\l/k+l(x')9...9\l/n(x')) and assume that

\Ψ(x')\2<i2rl for all x', |x'|gr0. Then the diameter of S does not exceed 3r0.
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The /c-dimensional Hausdorff measure mk on S will be denoted by μs. It is ex-

pressed as dμs(Ψ(x')) = JkΨ(x')dx' with a bounded Borel measurable function

JkΨ on |x'-|^r0 such that JkΨ(x')^l dx'-a.e. (see e.g., [10; Theorem 3]), where

dx' = dxl dxk is the fc-dimensional Lebesgue measure. In the sequel we denote

by 5(0, r) the image of the ^-dimensional closed ball B<fc>(0, r) under Ψ for 0<;

Let α0 > 0. We say that 5 satisfies α0-condition at the origin if the following

condition holds:

X " ^ AΓilx ' l 2 " ' dx'-a.e.

for some positive constant Kίf By Fubini's theorem and the absolute continuity

of ψt the above condition implies that

(S-l) |̂ .(x')l ^ K2|x'rαo

for all x', |x'|^r0 and i = fc+l,..., ft, and

(S-2) 0 ̂  Λ^OO - 1 ̂  *3|x'lao dx'-fl.e.,

where K2 and J£3 depend only on X t. In this case it is easy to see that contg

For 0<βg.l, let £(0, β) = {x e 5<π>(0, r0); |x*| ̂ e|x|}. The following lemma
is a consequence of Lemma 1.1.

LEMMA 1.2. Lei 0<ε^l. Assume that S satisfies oc0-condition at 0.

ί/iere are positive numbers C and r depending only on K2, α0 and ε such that

S n £(0, β/2) n β(M>(0, r) = {0}

(1.2) \x\ + \y\£C\x-y\

for every x e £(0, ε) n £(M)(0, r) and yeS.

REMARK 1.1. If we replace the α0-condition by the condition that

\imX'->0ψ£x')/\x'\=Q (z = fc + l,..., n), then the assertion of the lemma is still

valid.

Let σ be a signed measure on S. If there is a number A such that

(σ-1) lim r io r~k\σ-Aμs\ (5(0, r)) = 0,

then the origin is called a Lebesgue point of σ. Here we denote by |σ| the total

variation of σ. The origin is called a Lebesgue point of order oc1 (>0) if there

are numbers A and Lί >0 such that

(σ-2) \σ-Aμs\ (5(0, r)) g L^+ ", 0 ̂  r ^ r0

(cf. [4; p. 188]).
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1.3. The kernel Φ

LEMMA 1.3. Let ΦeC^B^O, 4r0)\{0}), i.e., Φ be a continuously differ-

entiable function on £(π)(0, 4r0)\{0}. // there are positive numbers C and τ

such that τ> 1 and

\DtΦ(x)\ ^ C\x\~τ for 0 < \x\ ̂  4r0 and i = 1,..., w,

where D~djdx^ then there is a positive number C' depending only on C, r0, τ

and max\x\=4ro\Φ(x)\ such that

|Φ(x)| ^ C'|jc|-τ+1 for every x, 0 < |x| ^ 4r0

and

|Φ(x) - Φ(x)| ̂  C'|x-x| Ixl-^IxT1

for every x and x, 0 < |x| ^ |x| g 4r0.

The proof of this lemma is elementary.

Let Φ be a real valued continuous function on β(π)(0, 4r0)\{0}. Let 0< λ < n.

In the sequel we shall consider the following conditions on Φ:

(Φ-l) |Φ(x)| ^ M t |x|Λ 0< |x |^4r 0 ,

(Φ-2) |Φ(x)| ^ M2|x*| Ixl^-1, 0 < |x| ^ 4r0,

(Φ-3) |Φ(x) - Φ(x)| g M3|x - x| Ixl^lxr1, 0 < |x| ^ |x| ^ 4r0,

(Φ-4) Φ(hx) = lrλΦ(x\ 0 < h ̂  2 and 0 < |x| ^ 2r0;

in case Φ e Cl(B^(09 4r0)\{0}),

(Φ-5) |DiΦ(x)| ^ M4|x*| |x|~Λ-2, 0 < |x| ^ 4r0 and ΐ = fc + 1,..., n,

(Φ-6) |D,Φ(x) - D^(Jc)| ^ M5|x - x| Ixl^-1!^-1,

0 < |x| g |x| g 4r0 and ί = 1,..., n;

in case ΦeC2(β(n)(0, 4r0)\{0}), i.e., Φ is a 2-times continuously differentiable

function on B<">(0, 4r0)\{0},

(Φ-7) lA^ ΦW - DtDjΦ(x)\ ^ M6|x - x| Ixr^lxr1,

0 < |x| :g |x| ^ 4r0 and i,j = 1,..., n.

It is easy to see that (Φ-2) implies (Φ-l) with M1=M2 and (Φ-3) implies (Φ-l)

with Mί =2M3-hM0r^, where M0 = maX|JC|=4ro |Φ(x)|. If Φ satisfies (Φ-6),

then (Φ-3) holds for Φ by Lemma 1.3 and so does (Φ-l). Here the constants

M! and M3 depend only on M0, M5, r0 and A. If Φ satisfies (Φ-7), then (Φ-6)

holds for Φ by Lemma 1.3 and so do (Φ-l) and (Φ-3). In this case the constant
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M5 depends only on M'θ9 M6, r0 and λ, where Mό = max1^ I ̂ M maX|X |= 4 r o \DιΦ(x)\9

and the constants Mv and M3 depend only on M0, MQ, M6, r0 and λ.
For a signed measure σ on 5, we define the single layer Φ-potential of σ by

whenever the integral exists. If / is a Borel measurable function on S with

\ l/Mμs<oo and σ=fμs, then we denote Fj by Vf

φ\ in particular, if Φ(x) =

|x|~λ, we denote KJ by V*λ and 7i by V{.

LEMMA 1.4. Let 0<rgr0. Assume that Φ satisfies (Φ-l). ΓΛen (d/dxi)

Φ(x —yXy ex/sίs αί 0 α/iίί equals

for z = l,..., n, where ay is the Lebesgue measure on Rn and v(y) is the unit outer
normal at y to the boundary aB<π>(0, r) of £<w)(0, r).

\s in the proof of [7; Theorem 1.14], we can prove this lemma, and so we
omit its proof.

§ 2. Holder continuity of Φ-potentials on non-tangential sets

In this section we discuss the Holder continuity of Φ-potentials on sets non-
tangential to 5 at 0 and the existence of limits of functions of type |x|A~kFj(x)
as x->0 along a non-tangential line.

2.1. Limits and Holder continuity in general case

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S be a k-dimensional Lipschitz surface and let E
be a set in £<M>(0, r0) such that OeC^(£\{0}) and contg(E,0) n contg(S, 0) = 0.

(i) If Φ satisfies (Φ-l), then for a signed measure σ on S such
that Fiσl(0)<oo,

(ii) Assume that Φ satisfies (Φ-3) and a signed measure σ on S satisfies

(σ-3) \σ\(BM(Q, r)) ^ L2r? for 0 g r g r0

with some L2>0 and y>0. If γ>λ9 then FJ(0) exists and V°φ is β-Hόlder
continuous on E n J5<")(0, r(£, S)), where β = y-λ, if γ-λ<l;Q<β<l9 if y —
λ=l; β=!9 if y — λ>l. The Holder constant depends only on L2, M0, M3,

C(E, S), r0, /?,- y and A.
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REMARK 2.1. This proposition still holds in case σ is not necessarily sup-
ported by S, if S is replaced by the support of σ.

PROOF OF (i) If x e E n J3<n>(0, r(E, S))\{0}, then V $(x) is well defined. By
(Φ-l) and Lemma 1.1,

(2.1) \Φ(*-y)\ ^ Mi\x-y\-λ ^ C\y\-λ

for every xeE Π 5(n)(0, r(E, S)) and every yeS. Hence, assertion (i) follows
from Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem.

PROOF OF (ii). As stated in §1, (Φ-3) implies (Φ-l). Let g(r) = |σ| (£(π>(0. r)).
By using (1.1) and (Φ-3), we have

for some constant C>0. Hence, Fj(0) exists by (Φ-l).
Now let x, x E E n B(w>(0, r(£, S)). Then

\Φ(x-y)\d\σ\(y)
S(0,\x-χ\)

S(0,\x-X\)

+ ( \Φ
Js\S(0,|jc-Jc|)

By (2.1),

\ y \ ~ λ d \ σ \ ( y )
s(0,|x-JE|)

since β^γ — λ. Similarly,

(
JS(0,|x-Jc

By Lemma 1.1 and (Φ-3), we have for y e S

\Φ(x-y) - Φ(x-y)\ ^ C\x-x\

so that

f |φ(χ

Js\S(0,|jc-Jc|)
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S\S(0, \x-x\)

\x-χ\

^ C\x-x\lrl~λ + V " py-λ~2dp\ ^ C\x-x\e.
)|x-Jc| '

Thus combining above estimates we obtain

where the constant C depends only on L2, M 0, M3, C(£, S), r0, β, y and A. Thus
assertion (ii) is proved.

In the sequel we denote by vs the measure on S determined by dvs(Ψ(y')) =
{JkΨ(y')-l}dyf. By (S-2) we obtain

COROLLARY 2.1. Let 0<ε^ 1. Assume that Φ satisfies (Φ-3) and S satisfies
otQ-condition at 0. 7//c + α0>A, then F(Φ, vs) is β-H older continuous on £(0, ε) Π
#(/J)(0, r') w/ί/i r'>0 depending only on K2, α0 αnrf ε, where β = k + a0 — λ, if

constant depends only on K2, K3, M0, M3, r0, α0, β, ε and λ.

2.2. Lemmas

ForxeJ3<")(0, r0)\{0}, let

Y(x) = 7(x; Φ) = f {Φίx- ĵ;')) - Φ(x->

and

f (x) = K(x; φ) =

LEMMA 2.1. Let 0<ε^l. Assume that S satisfies a.Q-condition at 0.
(i) //(Φ-3) is valid for Φ and ϊ//c + α0>/l, then 7(0) exz'sίs,

(ii) // Φ e CKβ^O, 4r0)\{0}) and iί satisfies (Φ-6) and i/ /c + a0>A, then
Y is β-H older continuous on £(0, ε) Γ) B(M)(0, r') vviί/z ?Λ />0 depending only on
K2y a0 awd ε, where β is as in Corollary 2.1. The Holder constant depends only
on K2, MO, M5, r0, a0, j8, ε and λ.

PROOF OF (i). By Lemma 1.2, (S-l) and (Φ-3), we have

(2.2) IΦOc
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for every x e E(0, ε) n β(π)(0, r') and y e S with r' = r(JE(0, ε), S), and

f |/|«O-A</V.'.< oo,
J |y ' l * 'q

since /c + α0>/l Thus 7(0) exists, and Lebesgue's dominated convergence

theorem implies

PROOF OF (ii). As is seen in §1, (Φ-l) and (Φ-3) are valid. For x, x e

£(0, ε) n £(n>(0, r'),

|y(x) - r(χ)| ^
|y'|*i*-*l

\Φ(x-Ψ(y'))-Φ(x-y')\dy'
\y'\*\x-X\

|G(x, x, Ψ(y')) - G(x, x, y')\dy'
-X\*\y |^ro

= /!(X, X) + /2(X, X) + /3(^ X)>

where G(x, x, y) = Φ(x — y) — Φ(x — y). By (2.2) we have

/!(x, x) ̂  C

since /c + α0 — A ̂  β. Similarly,

/2(x, x)^

Applying the mean value theorem, by Lemma 1.2, (S-l) and (Φ-6), we have

|G(x, x, n/)) - G(x, x, /)| ^ C|x-x| |/|«O-A-I

for every /, |y'| ̂ r0, so that

/3(x, x) ̂  C|x-x|

Therefore we obtain

|7(x)-y(x)|^C|x-xK,

where the constant C depends only on the values described in the lemma.

Let p>0 and w be a unit vector in Rn. For a Borel measurable function F

defined on £(M>(0, r0), write

; w, F) = ( ^o
J|yM=ι
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provided the integral exists.

LEMMA 2.2. LetQ<ε£l. Assume that Φ satisfies (Φ-2) wίthλ = k.
(i) There is a positive number C depending only on M2, r0 and ε such that

\V(x)\ ^ C for every x e £(0, ε)\{0}.
(ii) If Φ satisfies (Φ-4) with λ = k, and if a is a unit vector such that α*^0,

then

= Λ f °° p'-'ίl + pTkp(p; a*l\a*\9 Φ)dp.
Jo

(iii) // Φ satisfies (Φ-3) and (Φ-4) with λ = k, then there exists a positive
number C depending only on M2, M3, r0 and ε such that

\V(x)-V(x)\ ^ C{\x-x\ + |(jc*/l*Ί) - (x*/|x*|)|)

for all x, Jce£(0, ε)\{0}.

PROOF. For xe£(0, ε) n ̂ M>(0, r0/4)\{0}, let d = r0-\x'\ and F = {/; |/|^

} Tnen we write

(23) <?(*)
o

Φ(x-y')dy'9
F

Since |Φ(-p/ + x*)|^M2|x
ί!ί| {p2 + |x*|2}-<fc+1>/2 by (Φ-2) with λ = k, the ab-

solute value of the first integral on the right of (2.3) is dominated by

oo.
o

Since d^3r0/4, we have

(2.4) |Φ(x-/)| ^ M2|x*| \x-y

^ M2 min {|

for all y' eF. Thus the second term on the right of (2.3) is dominated by
C(4/3r0)

fcr§ = C(4/3)fc in absolute value. Hence, assertion (i) is obtained.
Next, we prove (ii). It follows from (Φ-2) with λ — k that

(2.5) IXp;**/l*Ί, Φ ί l ^ C r

for every x e £(0, ε) n £(π)(0, r0/4)\{0}. By (Φ-4) with λ = k, we can write

Cdl\x*\ r
V(x\ = r§ \ Pk'l(l+prkP(P', x*l\x*\, tydp + \ Φ(x-y')dy'.

Jo JF
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Thus assertion (ii) follows from (2.4) and (2.5).
Finally, we prove (iii). Let x, xe£(0, ε) n B(Λ>(0, r0/4)\{0} with |x'|g

|x'|. Then

K(x) - X(x) = Φ(x-y')dy' - Φ(x-y')dy'
J\y'-χ'\*d J \ y ' - X ' \ Z d

+ ( {φ(χ-/)-φ(χ -/)}<*/
JF i

+ ( Φ(χ-y')dy'-( Φ(x-y')dy'
JF2 JF3

= /!(x) - ^(x) + /2(x, x) + /3(x, x) - /4fe x),

where d = r0-|x'|, F1==F, F2 = {/; |/-xΊ>^ l/-«Ί^d} and F3 = {/;
\y'-x'\^d9\y'-x'\>d}. Since ί/^3r0/4 and so F^tf^O, r0)\5<fc)(0, r0/2), by

(Φ-3) with A = /c, the absolute value of the integrand of I2 is dominated by C\x — x\

for every y'eFί. Therefore |/2(x, x)|^C|x — x|. Since Φ(x — y') is bounded
for (x, y') e B<»>(0, r0/4) x {B<fc>(0, r0)\β(fc)(0, r0/2)} and m,(F2) = m,(F3) ̂  C|x - x|,

we see that |/3(x, x)|^C|x — x| and |/4(x, x)|^C|x — x|. As above, we have

so that

Cd/\x*\

|j?*|

P

k-*(i + pΓk\p(p , **/l*Ί, *) -
o

, x) + 7^)(x, x).

Now (2.5) implies

/</>(*, x) ̂  C

since d ̂  3r0/4. By (Φ-3) with λ = k, we have

|Φ(r0(l+p)-'(-p/+x*/|x*|)) - Φ(r0(l+p)-H-p/+x*/|x*|))|

for every y', |>>'| = 1, so that

W(x, x) g C|(x*/|x*|) - (x*/|x*|)| .

Therefore

\V(x)-V(x)\ ^ C{|x-x| + |(x*/|x*|) - (x*/|
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Note that the constant C in this last expression depends only on M2, M3, r0 and ε.

Thus assertion (iii) follows, since dist(E(0, ε)VB<w>(0, r0/8), Rk)>ϋ and thus by

(Φ-3) V is 1-Holder continuous on £(0, ε)\B(ll>(0, r0/8) with Holder constant

depending only on M3, r0 and ε.

COROLLARY 2.2. Let a be a unit vector with 0*^0. // Φ satisfies (Φ-2),

(Φ-3) and (Φ-4) with λ — k, then V is a 1-H older continuous function on L(0, α) n

£(w>(0, r0) with Holder constant depending only on M2, M3, α and r0.

Similarly we obtain

LEMMA 2.2'. Assume that Φ satisfies (Φ-l) and (Φ-4). Lei a be a unit

vector with a*^0.

(i) Ifλ>k,then

p(p; α*/|α*|,
o

(ii) 7/A = fe, ίftβn

lim^p.xeLίo.^.Ooglxl)-1^; Φ)

= -rgί ΦC-ro/^m,.^/).
J | y ' l = ι

2.3. Limits and Holder continuity in special case

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let a be a unit vector with a* ̂ 0. Assume that S satisfies

^-condition at 0 and Φ satisfies (Φ-2), (Φ-3) and (Φ-4) with λ = k.

(i) // α signed measure σ on S satisfies (σ— 1) with AeR, then

(ii) Suppose a signed measure σ on S satisfies (σ — 2) w/ίft A ε R and αx > 0.

Let 0<ε^l and let β = min {α0, αj in case min {a0, «!}<!; 0<)5<1 in case

min{a0, ax} = l; jS=l in case min {a0, aj>l. //, in addition, Φe

C^CB^^O, 4r0)\{0}) anJ iί satisfies (Φ-6) wiί/i >i = /c, ίnen ίnere exists a positive

number C depending only on A, K2, K3, M0, M2, M5, r0, a0, a1? j5 anJ ε swcn that

/or a// X, xe£(0, ε) n 5(n)(0, r')\{0} mth r r>0 depending only on K2, a0 anW ε;

in particular, Vσ

φ is a β-Hόlder continuous function on L(0, a) n B(M)(0, r') wiί/z

r'>0 depending only on K2, a0 an^ a and with Holder constant depending only

on A, K2, K3, MO, M2, M 5, a, r0, a0, a! and jS.
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PROOF. For xeL(0, α) n £(/l)(0, r'), where r' = r(L(0, α), S), we write

(2.6) 7$(x) = ( {Φ(x - >0 - Φ(x - y')}d(σ - Aμs) (y)
j s

+ ( Φ(x-y')d(σ-Aμs)(y)
Js

+ A{V(Φ, vs)(x) + Y(x; Φ) + P(x; Φ)} .

Since |Φ(x->')-Φ(x-/)|^C|y|α<'-'ί for xeL(0, α) n β(n)(0, r') and yeS by
(S-l) and (Φ-3) with λ = k, and hence by (σ-1)

\y\ °-kd\σ-Aμs\(y)< oo.

Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem implies

lim^o,*eL(o,fl) \ {φ(χ-y) ~ Φ(x-y')}d(σ-Aμs)(y)
j s

= V(Φ9 σ-.Aμs)(ΰ),

because Φ( — /) = 0 by (Φ-2). In order to estimate the second integral on the

right of (2.6), let g(r) = \σ-Aμs\(S(Q, r)) and fi(r) = sup0<pgrp"*^(p). Then
for 0<r<r x, we have

s(0,r)

since |Φ(x-/)|^C|x*|(|x*| + |/|)-fc-1 for x e L(0, α) n £(n)(0, r') and j eS by
(Φ-2) and Lemma 1.2. Therefore

K Φ(x-y')d(σ-Aμs)(y) ^ Cε(r) + (
US Js\S(0,r)

Hence, the second integral on the right of (2.6) tends to zero as x->0 along L(0, α),
because Φ(-/) = 0 and lim r io ε(r) = 0 by (σ-1). Since

FJ(0) = V(Φ, σ -Aμs)(0) + A{V(Φ, vs)(0) + 7(0; Φ)} ,

assertion (i) follows from Corollary 2.1, (i) of Lemma 2.1 and (ii) of Lemma 2. 2.
Next, for xe£<n>(0, r0)\S, we write

(2.7) F$(x) = V(Φ9 σ-Aμs)(x) + A{V(Φ9 vs)(x) + Y(x; Φ) + ?(x; Φ)} .
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Applying (ii) of Proposition 2.1 with γ = k + a1 and σ replaced by σ — Aμs, we see

that the first term on the right of (2.7) is ^-Holder continuous on £(0, ε) Γ) £(/I)(0, r')

with r' = r(E(0, ε), S) . Thus assertion (ii) follows from Corollary 2.1, (ii) of Lem-

ma 2.1 and (iii) of Lemma 2.2.

COROLLARY 2.3. Assume that k = n-l. Let 0<ε^l, £+(0, ε) = {xe

£(0, ε); xn>0} and S be as in Proposition 2.2. Assume that (Φ-2), (Φ-3) and

(Φ-4) with /I = H — 1 are valid for Φ.

(i) If a signed measure σ on S satisfies (σ-1) with AeR, then

en9 Φ)dp.

(ii) Suppose a signed measure σ on S satisfies (σ-2) with k — n — l9 AeR

and α^O. //, in addition, ΦeC\B^n\^ 4r0)\{0}) and it satisfies (Φ-6) with

λ = n-l, then Vσ

φ is β-Hδlder continuous on £+(0, ε) Π B(/l)(0, r') with r'>0

depending only on K2, α0 and ε, where β is the same as in Proposition 2.2. The

Holder constant depends only on A, K2, K3, M0, M2, M5, α0, α1? β and ε.

By a slight modification of the proof of Proposition 2.2, we obtain

PROPOSITION 2.2'. Let λ^k and let a and S be as in Proposition 2.2.

Assume that (Φ-3) and (Φ-4) hold for Φ and that a signed measure σ on S

satisfies (σ-1). If λ>k, then

lim^0>JC6L(0)fl) \x\λ~kVσ

φ(x)

and if λ = k, then

) (log M)"1 K|(x) = - Aι% \ Φ(-rQy')
J | y ' l = ι

PROOF. We prove only the case λ>k. For xeL(0, a) n J5(π)(0, r'), where

r' = r(L(0, a\ S\ we write

(2.8) \x\λ-kV£(x) = \x\*-*\ Φ(x-y)d(σ-Aμs)(y)
j s

+ A\x\λ-*{V(Φ, vs)(jc) + Y(x; Φ)} + ^l|x|A-fcF(x; Φ).

As above, let g(r) = \σ — Aμs\(S(Q9ry) and ε(r) = sup0<p^rρ~kg(p). Then for

0<r<r', we have
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\Φ(x-y)\d\σ-Aμs\(y)
S(0,r)

pk(l+pΓλ-'dp\ε(r),

since \Φ(x-y)\^C(\x\ + \y\)~λ for x e L(0, a) n £(n)(0, r') and yeS. Therefore
the first term on the right of (2.8) tends to zero as x-»0 along L(0, α), because

Iimrj0ε(r) = 0 by (σ-1). Similarly, as x->0 along L(0, α), the second term on
the right of (2.8) also tends to zero. Hence, by (i) of Lemma 2.2' the assertion
of the first part is proved.

§ 3. Holder continuity and limits of directional derivatives on
non-tangential sets

In this section we prove the Holder continuity of directional derivatives of

Φ-potentials on a non-tangential line terminating at the origin (cf. [9; Theorem
18]).

Throughout this section we assume that S satisfies α0-condition at 0. Let
T(0) (resp. N(0)) be the set of all tangent (resp. normal) vectors to S at 0, i.e.,

3.1. Tangential derivatives

THEOREM 3.1. LetQ<ε^l. Suppose ΦeC^BWφ, 4r0)\{0}) and it satisfies
(Φ-6). // a signed measure σ on S satisfies (σ-2) with AeR and ocί>0 and

ϊ /k + min{α0, α1}>A + l, then for each ί = l,..., k, DjFj is β-Hόlder continuous
on £(0, ε) n β(w)(0, r')\{0} with r'>0 depending only on K2, α0 and ε, where

/? = /ί + min{α0, αj — λ— 1, if /c + min {α0, αj— λ— 1<1; 0<jβ<l, if fc +
min{α0, αj— λ— 1 = 1; β = l, if /c + min {α0, αj — λ— 1>1. The Holder con-
stant depends only on A, K2, K3, M0, M5, r0, α0, α1 ? β, ε and λ. Furthermore,

, σ - Aμs)(0)

A{V(DΊΦ,vs)(Q)+Y(0;DiΦ)}

-A\ Φ(-y
Jly'l^ro

where v(yf) is the unit outer normal at y' to the boundary d£(k)(0, r0) o/J5(fc)(0, r0)
in Rk. The same assertions hold for (d/df)Vφ for any ίeT(O) with DI and e^
replaced by d/dt and t.
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PROOF. For simplicity, let £ = £(0, ε) n £(n)(0, r')\{0}, where r' = r(£(0, ε), S).

Since A Fj(x) = ( DtΦ(x - y)dσ(y) = F(DfΦ, σ) (x) for x e £<M)(0, r0)\S, it is enough
Js

to show that F(D ,̂ σ) is ^-Holder continuous on E. Consider the measures

σ0 = σ-Aμs and μl = (JkΨ°Ψ~lYlμs on 5. Then

, σ)(x) = F(/) ,̂ σ0)(x) -f Λ{F(DfΦ, vs)(x)

By (Φ-6) and (σ-2), Proposition 2.1 implies that F(£>/Φ, σ0) is β-Holder con-
tinuous on E. By Corollary 2.1, F(DfΦ, vs) is also jS-Holder continuous there.
We rewrite F(DfΦ, μx) as follows:

= - ί
J|y'|='-o

Since Φ e C^B '̂ίO, 4r0)\{0}) and r' < r0,

x - > f Φ(x-

is a CJ-function on J?(n)(0, r') and hence it is β-Hόlder continuous there. Finally,
for σj^dψjldyfcψ-^μ!, by (S-l) we have

\σj\ (5(0, r)) ^ K2 |^'|«°d/ = Crfc+«o? 0 ̂  r ^ r0.
J \ y ' \ * r

Hence again by Proposition 2.1, each F(D7 Φ, σ^ ) is ^-Holder continuous on E.
Thus D/FS is ^-Holder continuous on E. Note that the Holder constant depends
only on the values stated in the theorem.

If t E Γ(0), then

(d/dt)V*φ = V(dΦldt, σ) = Σϊ-i WDfr σ)

on B(/l)(0, r0)\5, so that this is ^-Holder continuous on E.
As to the limit, we write D/Fj(x) as follows : For x e £<rt)(0, r0)\S,

(3.1) DtV*φ(x) = V(DtΦ9 σ0)(x)

As x->0, xe£(0, ε)\{0}, by Proposition 2.1 and its corollary, F(DfΦ, σ0)(x) and
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, vs)(x) converge to F(DfΦ, σ0)(0) and F(D^, vs)(0), respectively. By
Lemma 2.1 Y(x; DtΦ) converges to 7(0; DtΦ). Finally, since

V(xi DtΦ) = - \ Φ(x-/)<v(/), e^dmk^(y')
J \ y ' \ = r Q

and this is continuous on β(/t>(0, r'), it tends to — \ Φ(-/)<X/), e*>
J l y ' l ^ r o

dm f c_ t(y). Thus the theorem is proved.

REMARK 3.1. In a way similar to the proof of (i) of Proposition 2.1, we
can show that if λ<k-l, \DιΦ(x)\<*C\x\-λ-1 (l = ign) and Kjl

σ

+

I

1(0)<oo, then

, σ)(0) (1 ̂  i ̂  n) .

In particular, this equality holds in case λ<k — 1 in the above theorem.

REMARK 3.2. In a way similar to the proof of Proposition 2.2', we can see
that if ΦeC^B^^O, 4r0)\{0}), it satisfies (Φ-6), a signed measure σ on S satisfies
(σ-1) and λ > k — 1 , then

W = 0

for 0<ε^l and i = l,..., /c.

REMARK 3.3. If λ^k-l and if we replace (σ-2) by (σ-1) in the theorem,
then limJC_>0>Jce£(0>ε)D/Fj(x) does not exist in general as the following example
shows:

EXAMPLE3.1. Let S = B<fc)(0, 1), λ^k-1 and £ = {x; x1 = =xπ_ 1 =0,
> 0}. Let a non-negative function / be defined by

(-loglx'l)-V if x'eF,

0, if x'eS\F9

where F = {x'eS; 0<x 1^l/2, xi+ +xg^xf}. Then dσ=fdμs=fdyf on S
satisfies (σ-1) with ,4 = 0 and

In fact, for h > 0, we have

= λ(
J F

so that Fatou's lemma implies
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dp = oo,
o

since λ^k — 1.

3.2. Limits of normal derivatives

The following two theorems are immediate consequences of Propositions
2.2 and 2.2' applied to dΦ/dn in place of Φ.

THEOREM 3.2. Let λ = k-l and neN(O). Assume that ΦeC^B^O, 4r0)\
{0}), ί/zαί iί satisfies (Φ-4) <wd (Φ-6) wzί/i A = fc-l and that (Φ-5) wίf/z
A = /c— 1 holds for άΦ\άn in place of DtΦ. If a signed measure σ on S satisfies
(σ-1) with AeR, then

REMARK 3.4. Incase A < k -1, it is easy to see that if \(dΦ/dn)(x)\^C\x\-λ~l

and FKl

1(0)<oo, then

THEOREM 3.2'. Let neAΓ(O) αncf a be a unit vector with α*^0. Assume
eC1^"^ 4r0)\{0}), that it satisfies (Φ-4) and (Φ-6) αnJ ί/iαί a signed

measure σ on S satisfies (σ-1) with AeR.

(i) Ifλ>k-l,then

-^

(ii) Ifλ = k-l,then

lim^0.*βL(o.β) (log I ^ D ' ^ Φ W

(iii) If λ — k — 1 and (Φ-5) holds for dΦ/dn in place of DfΦ,
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= v(^j-9 σVo) -f Ar\

REMARK 3.5. In case Φ is defined on Λw\{0} and is homogeneous of order

-λ; i.e., Φ(hx) = h~λΦ(x) for all /ι>0 and all x^O, then

p(p; w, Φ) = r

for a unit vector w in Rn. Write

q(pl w, Φ) = \
J | y ' | = l

Let α, n and σ be as in Theorem 3.2'. Assume that ΦeC1(^w\{0}) and it satisfies

(Φ-6) for 0<|x|<S|Jc|. Then (i) and (iii) of Theorem 3.2' are written as follows.

(i) If A>fc-l , then

(iii) If λ = k — 1 and (Φ — 5) holds for dΦ/dn in place of DfΦ, then

^-, σ)(0)

In case Φ(X) = |Λ:|~A, similar results were obtained in [3; Satz 3], In this special

case note that

(V-'^P; w, Φ)dp = πfc/2Γ((A-/c)/2)/Γ(A/2)
Jo

for any w e N(0), if A > /c.

3.3. Holder continuity of directional derivatives

THEOREM 3.3 Let s be a unit vector and let /ιs = |s*|~1s* in case s*^0.

Assume that a signed measure σ on S satisfies (σ-2) with AeR and α x >0 and

that ΦeC2(£<">(0, 4r0)\{0}) and it satisfies (Φ-4) and (Φ-7) wiίfc A = fc-l, and

furthermore assume that (Φ-5) wίί/ι λ = k— 1 holds for dΦ/dns in place of DtΦ

in case s*^0. Lβί 0<ε^l and j? be as in (iϊ) of Proposition 2.2. Then there is

a positive number C depending only on A, K29 K3, M0, Mό, M4, M6, r0, a0, a l 5 J9

and ε such
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for all x, xe£(0, ε) η £(n)(0, r')\{0} with r'>0 depending only on K2, α0 and ε.
In particular, for any unit vector a with 0*^0, (d/ds)V$> is β-Hόlder continuous
on L(0, a} Π 5(ll)(0, r') wiί/i r'>0 depending only on K2, α0 and α. 77ιe Holder
constant depends only on A, K2, K3, M0, MO, M4, M6, α, r0, α0, α t and /?.

PROOF. By (Φ-7) and Lemma 1.3, (Φ-l), (Φ-3) and (Φ-6) with λ = k-\
are valid for Φ, where M l s M3 and M5 appearing in these inequalities depend only
on MO, MO, M6 and r0. For xe£(0, ε) n £("}(0, r')\{0} with r' = r(E(0, ε), S), we
write

where ί^ls'l"1^, provided sVO; if s' = 0(resp. s* = 0), then we set |s'| (d/dts)V^ = Q
(resp. |s*|(d/dns)Kj = 0). If ^VO, then it follows from Theorem 3.1 that
(dldta)Vϊ is ^-Holder continuous on £(0, ε) n £(">(0, r')\{0}. If s*^0, then
applying (ii) of Proposition 2.2 with Φ and A = /c replaced by dΦ/dns and λ = fe — 1,
respectively, we obtain the desired estimate for |s*|(d/dj7s)Fj. Therefore the
assertions of the theorem are valid.

COROLLARY 3.1. Let k = n — l and s be a unit vector. Assume that Φe
C2(B<">(0, 4r0)\{0}), that it satisfies (Φ-4) and (Φ-7) with λ = n-2 and that
(Φ-5) with λ = n — 2 holds for DnΦ in case 5M^0. Let β, ε and σ be as in Theorem
3.3. Then (d/ds)Vξ> is a β-Holder continuous function on £+(0, ε) Π £(/I)(0, r')
for some r'>0.

3.4. Applications to double layer potentials

For T! withO<r! <r0, suppose S(0, rj is a (^-surface and ΦeC1^"^, 4r0)\
{0}). For every yeS(0, rj, take a unit normal vector ny to S at y such that
each component of ny is a Borel measurable function of y on S(0, r t) and

(3.2) |ιt,-nol

for some C>0. For a signed measure σ on S(0, r t), we define M/J(x)= \

Φ(x-y)dσ(y) and call Wj a double layer Φ-potential of σ. If xeJ3(/l)(0, r0)\S,
then

(3.3) ^jW=Z7=in^>^^)(x),

where dσi(y)= — (ny, etydσ(y) for / = !,..., n. Furthermore, by (3.2), it is easily
seen that if σ satisfies (σ-1) with A e£, then (σ-2) is valid for σt (l^ί^/c) with
A=Ai = Q and αA replaced by α0, and (σ-1) is valid for σt (/c + lgί^n) with
^.= — ̂ 4<n0, ^/> in place of A; if σ satisfies (σ-2) with AeR and α^O, then
(σ-2) holds for σf ( lg/^/ ι) with A—A{ and α t replaced by min {α0, α t}. Thus
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the following two propositions are consequences of Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let λ=k—l and a be a unit vector with α*^0. Assume

that ΦeCH^ίO, 4r0)\{0}) and it satisfies (Φ-4), (Φ-5) and (Φ-6) with λ = k-\.

If a signed measure σ on 5(0, rx) satisfies (σ-1), then

exists.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let a and λ be as in Proposition 3.1. Assume that

Φ e C2CB<")(0, 4r0)\{0}) and it satisfies (Φ-4), (Φ-5) and (Φ-7) with λ = fc-l.

// (σ-2) is valid for a signed measure σ on S(0, Γj), then W°φ is β-Hδlder con-

tinuous on L(0, α) Π B(n)(0, r') for some r'>0, where β is as in (ii) of Proposition

2.2.

Also, we have

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let λ>k—\ and a be as in Proposition 3.1. Assume

that ΦeCHB^ίO, 4r0)\{0}) and it satisfies (Φ-4) and (Φ-6). // (σ-1) is i α/id

/or α signed measure σ on S(0, T^), then \x\λ~k+1W%>(x) converges to a finite

value, as x->0, .xeL(0, a).

In fact, by virtue of (3.3), it suffices to prove that \x\λ~k+ίV(DiΦ9

converges to a finite value for i = l,..., n. If fc+l^/^n, then the existence of

the limit follows from (i) of Theorem 3.2', since σ{ satisfies (σ-1) with A = Ai9 as

shown above. If 1 ̂  i^/c, then by Remark 3.2 we obtain

Hmx^xeL(0^\x\^k^V(D^ σt)(x) = 0,

since, as is seen above, (σ-2) holds for σt with A ==0 and αj replaced by min {α0, αj

and thus (σ-1) holds for σt with ̂  = 0. Hence the assertion is proved.

§ 4. Existence of derivatives on the surface

In this section we are concerned with differentiability of Vσ

φ at 0 (cf. [9;

Theorem 18] and [11 Theorem 2]). Note that the existence of normal derivatives

of Vφ at 0 was already given in Theorem 3.2. As is easily seen (cf. [2; Satz 4]),

if λ<k-Λ and \ σ \ ( { y ; \y-x\^r})^Crk for |x-x°|<r0 and 0^r^r0, then

^iVφ(x)=\DiΦ(x — y)dσ(y) for |x —x°|<r0. Thus we consider only the case

λ^fc-1.

Throughout this section, we assume that S satisfies α0-condition at 0, Φe

Cl(B<»\Q, 4r0)\{0}) and it satisfies (Φ-6).
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4.1. Lemmas

LEMMA 4.1. Let k-l^λ<k, let feΓ(O) and gt (ί = /c + l,..., «) be real
valued Borel measurable functions defined on an open interval of R1 containing
zero such that

(4.1) \g{h)\ g M|ft| l+α for some M > 0 and α > 0.

Suppose that a signed measure σ on S satisfies (σ-2) with A e R and <xl>Q, and
that there are numbers L>0 and α2, 0<α2^l, such that

(σ-3)' \σ\(B<*>(x, p)) £ Lp*-1+«*

for every xeS and 0^p^r0. // (fc + α1-l)(/c-hα2->l~l)>^, then
V(dΦ/dt, σ-Aμs)(0) exists and

9 σ-Aμs)(x(h)) - V(Φ, σ-Aμs)(0)}

where x(h) = ht + gk+l(h)ek+ ί + -" +gn(h)en.

PROOF. For simplicity, let σ0 = σ — Aμs. .First we note

(4.2) "fe-f α t > A + 1,

since /c + α 2 -A-lgα 2 ^l and (/c + α1-l)(/c + α2-A-l)>/l. By (Φ-6),
\(d/dt)Φ(x)\ ^ C\x\~λ~l. Hence, by (σ-2) and (4.2) we have

Thus V(dΦ/dt, σ0)(0) exists. Moreover, by using (Φ-3) and (4.1), we easily
see that

oΛ- 1 f {Φ(x(h)-y)-Φ(-y)}dσ0(y)
Js\S(0,r)

S\S(0,r)

for 0<r<r0. Thus to obtain the assertion of the lemma, it is sufficient to show
that

lim;io lim supft_>0 ft * \ (Φ(x(h)-y) - Φ(-y)}dσ0(y)
JS(0,r)

= 0.

To see this, take r, 0<r^r0, such that 4nMrα^l, (4.1) is valid and
2|ft| for ft with |ft|^r/4. Let F^iyeSφ,.r); |Λί-y|^|fc|/2}, F2 = S(0,' r)\Fj
and put
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(Φ(x(h)-y)-Φ(-y)}dσώ>), / = 1, 2,

for \h\ <;r/4. Observe that for y e F29 \y\£3\ht-y\9 so that by (4.1)

\x(h)-y\ ^ \ht-y\ - |x(A)-Λί| ^ \ht-y\ - nM\h\l+*

^ \ht-y\ - 4-*\h\ ^ 2~l\ht-y\ ^ 6~l\y\ .

Hence by (Φ-3) we have

for yeF2, since |x(Λ)|^2|Λ|. Thus by (σ-2)

|/2(Λ)| ^ C ( \y\-*-*d\σ0\ (y)£C \y\'λ'ld\σ0\ (y)

so that by (4.2)

lim r io lim supΛ_0 |/2(/ι)| = 0.

Next, we consider Iι(h). Since S is represented by Lipschitz functions,

(4.3) | j-z|^C|y-zΊ for y,zeS.

Let xh=Ψ(ht). If yeF 1 ? then \ht-y'\^\h\/2^\y\ and by (4.3) \xh-y\£
C\ht-y'\^C\x(h)-y\, so that

|Φ(x(/ι)-y) - Φ(-y)\ ^ C\xh-y\-λ.

Thus it is enough to show that

(4.4) lim^o I Λ I " 1 ( \Xk-y\-λd\*o\(y) = 0.
JFi

For this purpose, take β > 0 such that (1 + β) (k + α2 - A - 1) > 1 and fc + α t — A — 1>
j8A. Then (l+j?)(fc-A)>l, since α2^l and thus fc-λ^fc + α 2-A-l. Let
F3 = {y€S(0, r); |xΛ-.y|^|/ί|1+^}. Then it follows from (σ-3)' that

\x*-y\~λd\σ\ (y) <> c\h\^+^k+^-λ-^~l - . 0 as A - > 0.

Next, since |Aί — /|^|XΛ — ̂ 0?')!^ we have

IAI- 1 ( \*h-y\-λdμs(y) £ CIAI' 1 ( \to-y'\-*dy'
JF3 J\ht-y'\^\h\ί+P

0 as h - > 0 .
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Finally, by (σ-2) we have

\ h \ ~ l ( \xh-v\-λd\σ0\(y)^C\h\k+Λ^1+^λ'1 - > 0 as h - > 0.
jFί\F3

Thus (4.4) holds, and the proof is complete.

Applying the lemma with σ = vs which satisfies (σ-2) with ,4 = 0 and α t =α 0

and (σ-3)' with α2 = l, we obtain the following corollary.

COROLLARY 4.1. Let k-i<^λ<k and t,g{ (ϊ = fc + l,..., n) and x(h) be as
in Lemma 4.1. If(k + α0 - 1) (k- λ) >λ, then V(dΦjdt, vs)(0) exists and

, v5)(x(/ι)) - V(Φ, vs)(0)} = v(^9 vs)(0).

LEMMA 4.2. Let ί, A, gt (ί = & + !,..., n) and x(/ι) be as in Lemma 4.1. //
min {α, α0} > (λ - k + l)/(fc - λ\ then

{Φ(x(h)-Ψ(y')) - Φ(-Ψ(y')} - Φ(ht-y')

PROOF. For simplicity, let H(x, y) = Φ(x — y) — Φ( — y). As in the proof of
Lemma 4.1, we see that

{H(x(h), Ψ(y')) - H(hί, y')}dy'
\y'\£r0

\**(-ψ(y>))-**(-y>)\dy>.
Jr<\y'\£ro (at dt }

Thus it suffices to prove that

lim r io lim supΛ_0 l/i'1 ( {H(x(h\ ψ(y')) - H(ht, y')}dy'\ = 0.

Choose r, 0<r<r0, such that lίPί/)-/!^^1!/! on £<fc>(0, r), (4.1) is valid and
|x(/ι)|<Ξ2|/ι| for h with |Λ|^r/4, and choose M large enough so that (5-1) with
K2 = M is valid. Let β = min {α, α0} and 0 < | h \ = r/4. Set

/(Λ) = IΛI-1 ί
Jly'l^r
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and

|7/(/?ί, Ψ(y')) - 7/(/?r, y')\dy',
F

I4(h). By (S-l) and (Φ-3), the integrand of I± is dominated by C|/|a°-A, so that

,,, ι f3|Λ| ,-u7ι(A) ^ C\h\~l \ pk+Λ°
Jo

Next, using (Φ-3), we have

/2(A) ̂

because {Σ?=fc+ι (^(/i)-^/))2}1/2^ Σ?= fc+ι (\0m + \My')\)£2nM\h\" ' on
, 4|A|) by (S-l) and (4.1), and thus by the monotonicity of ί->ί(^24-ί2)~1/2,

By (Φ-3) and (4.1), the integrand of /3 is dominated by C\h\1+Λ\ht-y'\'λ-'19

so that

73(A) ^ C\h\* ( \hί - y'Γ^dv' ^ C\h\« Γ pk~λ~2dp
JF ' J 2 | Λ |

Finally, applying the mean value theorem, by (S-l) and (Φ-6), we see that the

integrand of /4 is dominated by C\h\ \y'\*°~λ~l on F, since 2~~l\y'\^\ht-y'\^
2\y'\ on F. Thus

Since min {α, α0}>A — /c + 1 by assumption, the lemma is proved.
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4.2. Existence of derivatives at the origin

In [9; Theorem 15] Ohtsuka proved that if /satisfies a Holder condition at
0, then the tangential derivative (djdt)V{ of a single layer Newtonian potential
V{ exists. In this connection the following problem is raised by him ([9 p. 56]) :
In R3, let S be a 2-dimensional C^surface which satisfies α0-condition at 0 (e S)
and let t e T(0). If the origin is a Lebesgue point of order α t >0 of σ=fμs, i.e.,

ί I/GO - A\dμs(y) = 0(r2+«0 as r I 0
JS(0,r)

with some A e R, then does the tangential derivative (djdi)V{ exist at 0?
First we give a negative answer to the problem and next a condition under

which the assertion holds.

EXAMPLE 4.1. Let S = β<*>(0, 1) and α^O. Put rί = 2-ί and δt =
2-(fc+α1), /(*-D (i = k, /c + 1,...). Let/be a function on S defined as follows:

ί Ix'-r^r, if Ix'-r^l^O'-^fc+l,...),
/(*') = I

[ 0, otherwise.

Then for z = /c, /c+1,..., K{_1(r/e1)=oo and

f(y')dy' ^ Crk+*ι for all r, 0 < r < 2~*.
JS(0,r)

In fact, if 2-'^r<2-'+1, then

f(y')dy' ^ f(y')dy' ^ C Σ?-ι-ι δ^ ^ Cr*+ *.
Js(0,r) JS(0,2-i+i)

THEOREM 4.1. L^ί ί, λ, σ, flf£ (ί = k+l,..., n) and x(h) be as in Lemma 4.1.
//min{α, α0} > (A -

PROOF. Writing

, σ-Aμs)(x(h)) - V(Φ, σ-A

, vs)(x(hy) - V(Φ, vs)(0)}
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{Φ(x(h)-Ψ(y'))-Φ(-Ψ(y'))-Φ(ht-y'
'\&o

+ Ah-*{V(ht 9Φ)-Ϋ(0',Φ)}9

we see that the assertion of the theorem follows from Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 1.4
and Corollary 4.1.

In this theorem let all gι = Q. Then, by the aid of Theorem 3.1, we obtain

COROLLARY 4.2. Let 0<ε^l, λ and σ be as in Lemma 4.1. 7/α0>(λ — fe +
l)/(/c — λ) and (k-\-ai — l)(/c + α2 — λ — 1)>/1, then the partial derivatives
D.VZ, (i = l,..., k) exist at 0 and

Moreover,

and

for any t e T(0).

REMARK 4.1. Assume that a Borel measurable function /on S satisfies

\f(x)-A\ ^ C|x|αι, whenever x e S

for some A e R, C > 0 and a t > 0. Then σ =fμs satisfies (σ-3)' with α2 = 1 . Thus,
in case λ = k— 1, [9; Theorem 15] is a special case of this Corollary 4.2, since the
assumptions on α0 and ctί are nothing but α0>0 and α1>0.

For a Lebesgue measurable function/on Rn such that \ |x — y\~λ\f(y)\dyφ oo,

we define a domain Φ-potential of /by \ Φ(x — y)f(y)dy and denote it by l/£(x).

Since domain Φ-potentials can be considered as the restrictions of single layer
Φ-potentials in Rw + 1, we obtain

COROLLARY 4.3. Let f be a Lebesgue measurable function on R" such that
/=0 outside β(M)(0, r0). Assume that for a point x° with |x°|<r0, there are
numbers A, C>0 and α t>0 such that

for every x. If
exist at x° and

\f(x)-A\ ^

1>λ + l, then the partial derivatives
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DlΦ(xϋ-y)f(v)dy

D,Φ(x°-y){f(y)-A}dy

- A ( Φ(x°-yKv(y), e^dm^y)
JdΩ

for every domain Ω with Cl-boundary dΩ such that x0eΩc=β<n)(0, r0), where

v(y) denotes the unit outer normal to dΩ at y.

Next, we consider the existence of directional derivatives at 0. Since Theorem

3.2' shows that normal derivatives of single layer Φ-potentials do no exist in

general in case λ>k— 1, we consider only the case λ = k—\.

THEOREM 4.2 (cf. [11; Theorem 2]). Let λ = k-i and s be a unit vector.

Assume that Φ satisfies (Φ-4) and (Φ-5), and a signed measure σ on S satisfies

(σ-2) with <*!>() and(σ-3)' with α2>0. // α2(/c + α1 -1)>A;-1, then the deriv-

ative (d/ds)Vζ> in the direction s exists at 0 and

= Σί-i JιA^$(0) + \s*\-V'φ(Q),

where ts and ns are as in 3.3.

PROOF. If s* = 0, then the assertion is obtained in Corollary 4.2. If s' = 0,

then the existence of the normal derivative is proved in Theorem 3.2. Thus in

the sequel we assume that s' Φ 0 and s* ̂  0. Then for h > 0, we write

By the mean value theorem we find a point x^h) on the segment between hs

and hs* and a point x2(h) on the segment between hs* and the origin such that

Since x^h) e E(0, |s*|), we have by Corollary 4.2

Since x2(Λ)eL(0, ns), by Theorem 3.2 we obtain
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Thus the proof is complete.

4.3. Counter examples

We here show that in case k — \<λ<k and 0<α0<(A — k+ l)/(fc — λ) or in

case k— \<λ and Q«xί^λ — fe + 1 the partial derivative D1V{ does not exist in
general even if σ=fμs satisfies (σ-2) and (σ-3)'.

EXAMPLE 4.2. Let k-l<λ<k and /l-/c+l<α 0 <(A-/c + l)/(/c-Λ). Let
r

S = {x',xk+1 = \xl\
1+<x°9xk+2:='-=xn = Q, (x'l^l}. Then Vλ(x)=\ \x — y\~λdμs(y)

j s
is not differentiate with respect to xί at 0.

To see this, we write

= h~l \ (\hel —y\~λ — \y\~λ)dμs(y)
Js\S(0,r)

h~λ \ (\hel-Ψ(y')\~λ - \^(y')\~λ){JkΨ(yf) - l}dy'

- \ Ψ ( y f ) \ - λ ) d y '

for 0<4/ι<r, where Ψ(y') = (y^..., yk, \yl\*+<x°, 0,..., 0). Denote the terms on

the right by Iι(h), /2(/0 and /3(/ι), respectively. Clearly,

l im Λ i o /ι(A) = ~ s\s(o,p) \

As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we can show

limsuph i o |/ 2(/j) | ^Crk

To evaluate /3, we write it as follows:

(\he1-y'\-i-\y'\-*W

F,

Jx(/7) + J2(Λ) + J3(Λ),

where Fx = {/; \y'-he1\^2h or |/|^2ft} and F2 = S(0, r)\Ft. Applying Lemma

1.4 with Φ(x) = |x|~A, n = /c and i = l, we obtain
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limAio
J(h) = - \ \y'\

J\y'\=r\y'\

Since the integrand of J1 is non-negative and dominated by C\y'\*°~λ, we have

\y'\*°-λdy' = Chk+*'-*-1,

so that limΛ i o J4(/z) = 0, since fc + α 0>/lH-l. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2,

we see that limsupΛ i o lAWI^Cr*^0^-1.
We now show that limΛ|0 J2(h)= — oo. Since the integrand is non-positive,

by changing variables, we obtain

- /2(A) ̂

Γ Λ / 2
= CA-1 \ p*-![p-λ - {p2 + (Λ2/4)1+αo}-A/2] Jp

Jo

Thus limΛ i o J2(/z)= — oo, because α0(/c — A)<(A — A + l), and hence

limΛ i o {^(^i) ~ yλm/h = - oo/

which implies that Fλ is not differentiate with respect to xx at 0.

In case k — \<λ<k and 0<α0^l — fe + 1, let S and/be as in Example 3.1.
As in the proof of that example it can be easily seen that

e1)= oo.

Hence V{ is not differentiate with respect to x± at 0.

EXAMPLE 4.3. Let /c-l<A and 0<α 1^A-fc + l. Let S = β(fc)(0, 1). Con-

sider a non-negative continuous function /on 5 such that it is equal to |x'|αι in

F = {x'; 0^x^1/2, xi + +x2^xf}, equal to zero if x t<0 and /(x')^l*Ίαι

everywhere. Then D1V{ does not exist at 0.

In fact, we show that

lim^oDiFίC-Aβ!) = oo.

Since / is non-negative, we have

DiVk-hej = λ (
Js
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for/t>0. Thus

liminf^o^ίC-^i) ^ c( l/h^W = oo,
JF

since fe + α 1 ^λH-l and |.y/|g2y1 on F.

§ 5. Holder continuity of derivatives on the surface

In this section we study the Holder continuity of derivatives of Φ-potentials

on the surface S when λ = k — 1 under the condition that S is a C1 -surf ace

satisfying uniform α0-condition (cf. [6; Chap. II, §7] and [11 Theorem 3]).

5.1. Surface with uniform α0-condition

In what follows we assume that S is a C^-surface, i.e., i/^eC^B^O, r0))

(z' = fc-fl,..., n). For any xeS, let T(x) (resp. N(x)) be the set of unit tangent

(resp. normal) vectors to 5 at x. For each x e S, applying Gram-Schmidt or-

thogonalization process to the vectors

1,0 ..... o,

( ..... °

we obtain an orthonormal system {s^x),..., sn(x)} such that s^x),..., sk(x)e Γ(x)

and sfc+1(x),..., sn(x)eN(x). Note that sf(0) = ̂ , ί = l,..., n, and each sf is con-

tinuous on S. We denote by A(x) the orthogonal matrix such that sf(x) = βf^4(x)

for ϊ = l,...,n. Let 0<r2<r0. For each xeS(0, r2), there exists an open

neighborhood Vx of x such that 5 n C^(VX) is expressed by (^-functions

Ψk+ι(ζ'> x)> » ^«(ί'; χ) with tangent-normal system of coordinates £, that is,

s n α?(tg = {x+ψ(ξ' , χM(χ); |ξ'| ^ r3},

where Ψ(ξ'', x) = (ξ', Ψk+ι(ζ''> *)>•-•> Ψn(ζ'm9 χ)) anci rs is a positive number in-
dependent of x e 5(0, r2). As in §1,

for |<^'|^r3 with a continuous function JkΨ(ξ'\ x) (^
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For 0<α05^1, we say that S satisfies α0-condition uniformly on 5(0, r2),

if there is a positive number K such that

for every x e 5(0, r2) and \ξ'\ :gr3. Then as in §1 we can find K4>0 such that

and

for every xe5(0, r2), \ξ'\^r3 and i = /c+l,. . . , n. We note that in case k = n — 1,
5(0, r2) is a Liapunov surface with a Liapunov function ε(f) = Qα°, if 5 satisfies

α0-condition uniformly (see [6; Chap. I, §1] and [12; p. 18]).

We denote by 5(x, p) the set {x+Ψ(ξ'\ x)A(x)'9 \ξ'\^p} for 0^p^r3 and
xe5(0, r2).

LEMMA 5.1. Lei 0<α0^l and 0<r2<r0. 7/5 satisfies ^-condition uni-

formly on 5(0, r2), ί/zen ί/zere is a positive number C depending only on K4

such that for every x, xe5(0, r2),

and so
\Si(x) - Si(x)\ ^ C\x - x\*°.

This lemma is easily obtained from the construction of Sι(x)'s.

For xe5(0, r2) and zeR", let z*(x) = (zA(x)~1)*9 and for 0<ε^l and

^r3, let E(x, r, ε) = B("\x, r) n {.v; |(j;-x

LEMMA 5.2. Lei 0<r2<r0 flπί/ 0<ε^l. Assume that S satisfies α0-

condition uniformly on 5(0, r2). Then there are positive numbers C and r de-

pending only on K4, r3, α0 and ε such that

(5.1) \z-x\ + \x-y\^c\z-y\

for every x e 5(0, r2), y e S and z e £(x, r, ε).

By virtue of Lemma 1.2 and the uniform α0-condition, the assertion holds.

5.2. A remark on Holder continuity

LEMMA 5.3. Let 0<αgl, S be a k-dimensίonal Lipschitz surface as in

§1 and f be a Borel measurable function on 5. Then the following statements
are mutually equivalent:
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(i) The function f is a-Hόlder continuous on S Π £(π)(0, r) for some r,
rgr0.
(ii) There are positive numbers p1? p2 and C such that

\ \f(y)Jsnβ(' '>(jc, p )

for every xeSn£ ( M ) (0, p j ) and 0^p^p2.

PROOF. Since t/^ 's representing S are Lipschitz functions, there are positive
numbers C (^1) and p0 such that

(5.2) C-V fc ^ μs(β(n)(*, P)) ^ Cp*

for every x e S Π #(n)(0? p0) and 0^ p ̂ p0, Thus it can be easily seen that (i) implies

(ii). Suppose (ii) is valid. Let x, xeS Π £(n)(0, p t) with |x-x|gp2/2. Then
by (5.2) we obtain

C-ι\f(x)-f(x)\\x-x\k

^\f(x)-f(x)\μs(B(»)(x,\x-xm

^\(f-f(x))μs\(B^(x9 \x-x\))

Thus (ii) implies (i).

REMARK 5.1. Let S be as in Lemma 5.3 and /, g be Borel measurable
functions on 5. Let 0 < r < rQ and 0 < α ̂  1 . If

for all xe5nB ( π )(0, r) and p^O, then it follows from [5; Chap. II, Theorem
2.9.7] that f=g μs-a.e. on S n £(M>(0, r), because, as in the proof of Lemma 5.3,
μs satisfies the diametric regularity condition (see [5; Chap. II, 2.8.8]). Thus,
by the above lemma, g is α-Hδlder continuous on S n J3(/1)(0, r), so that we may
assume that / is α-Holder continuous there, when we consider the single layer
Φ-potential of/.

5.3. Boundedness of derivatives

In the rest of this section, we assume that S satisfies α0-condition uniformly
on S(0, r2) for 0 < r2 < r0.

LEMMA 5.4. Let λ = k-l>Q and 0<ε<a. Assume that
{0}) and it satisfies (Φ-4) and (Φ-6) with λ = k—l and
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(Φ-8) 1,..., n,

for every xeS(0, r2) and ξ e Rn with 0<|£|^r3. /// is a^Hόlder continuous

on S, then there exists a positive number C depending only on K4, M5, M7, r3,

α0, α l 9 ε, maxs |/| αnJ f/ie Holder constant of f such that

-^—vL(z\ < CΛ v " Φ\Δ) == ^
^Λ:^

/or α// z e\JxeS(0ir2)E(x, r, ε)\S(Q, r2) and j = l,..., n, where r is the number
given by Lemma 5.2.

PROOF. For simplicity, let Ex = E(x9 r, ε)\{x} for xeS(0, r2) and put D =

Wxe5(o,r2)Ex. Since i)yI/φ(z)=Σ?=ι (^/^Si)F^(z)<ey, sf> f°r ze^» where s,.=
5f(Λ:), it is sufficient to prove that supzeD \(d/dsι)V^(z)\<co. Let Φ(^) = Φ(f^4(x)).

Then Φ also satisfies (Φ-6).

If z e EX9 x e S(0, r2), then we write

rf F/(2) = f |f-(z-
β^i )s\S(x,r3) aSi

JS(x,r3)

+ f(x)

where z — x = ξy4(x). It is clear that the first term on the right is bounded on

5={(x, z); xeS(0, r2) and zeEx} with a bound depending only on M5 and ε.

By using (Φ-6) and (5.1), we see that the absolute value of the second term is

majorized by a constant which depends only on K4, M5, r3, α0, ocj , ε and the Holder

constant of/. Similarly, the third and the fourth terms are bounded on D with

a bound depending only on K4, M5, r3, α0, ε and maxs |/|. If 1 ̂ ./^fe, then the
last term on the right is equal to

Φ(ξ-η'Kv(η'), eί>dmk-M)+
'\=rι

whose absolute value is dominated by a constant depending only on M5, r3, ε

and maxs|/|. If /c + l gί^n, then by (i) of Lemma 2.2 with Φ replaced by

, the absolute value of the last term on the right is majorized by a positive
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number depending only on M7, r3, ε and max s |/|. Thus the assertion of the
lemma is obtained.

From Theorems 3.2 and 4.2, Corollary 4.2 and this lemma we derive the
following corollary.

COROLLARY 5.1. Under the same assumptions as in the lemma, there exists
a positive number C depending only on K4, M 5, M7, r3, α0, α l 9 maxs |/| and the
Holder constant of f such that

Λ
< Cds

for all unit vectors s and x e S(0, r2).

5.4. Holder continuity on the surface

THEOREM 5.1 (cf. [9; Theorem 20]). Let λ = k-i and s be a unit vector.

Assume that ΦeC2(£(">(0, 4r0)\{0}) and it satisfies (Φ-4), (Φ-7) with λ = /e-l
and (Φ-8). // a function f is (x,^-Holder continuous on S and min{α0, α1}<l,
then the derivative (d/ds)V£> in the direction s is min {α0, oi^-Holder continuous
on 5(0, r2). The Holder constant depends only on K4, M6, M7, r3, a0, a l 9

maxs I/I and the Holder constant off.

REMARK 5.2. In case n = 3 and Φ(x) = |x|~1, this theorem is reduced to

[9; Theorem 20].

PROOF. Let β = min {α0, αj. By Theorem 4.2,

j j j
v*(\\ — Y^F /c c.Γv^x/p y Φ\x) ~~ 2-i=l \ ύ J ^ i V ;̂

for every xe5(0, r2), where πs(x) = |5*(x)|~1s*(x) in case s*
First, we prove the Holder continuity of (d/dSi(x))V£(x) for z = l,..., k. Let

r > 0 be the number given in Lemma 5.2 for ε = 1 /2. Then there is r4 > 0 (r4 ̂  r3),
depending only on K4 and r3, such that x + |x —jc|ne£(x, r, 1/2) whenever
neN(x), x, xeS(0, r2) and |x —x|gr 4. For x, xeS(0, r2) with |x —x|gr4,
let w = x + |x — x|sk+1(x) and write
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Since vve£(x, r, 1/2), by Lemma 5.4 (d/dSi(x))K£(w) is a bounded function of
(x, x) e 5(0, r2) x 5(0, r2), so that the second and the fourth terms on the right
are dominated by C|x — x\β in absolute value by Lemma 5.1. Since st (x) (resp.
s/(x)), 1^/^/c, are tangent vectors to 5 at x (resp. x), we see by Theorem 3.1
that the first and the third terms on the right are majorized by C\x — x\β in absolute
value. The above constants C depend only on K4, M6, M7, r3, α0, α l 9 maxs |/|
and the Holder constant of/. Therefore we obtain

for \x — x|:gr4 with a constant C of the above type. It follows that <s, sf(x)>

(d/dSj(x))Vφ(x) is ^-Holder continuous on 5(0, r2) for / = l , . . . ,/c, since
(d/dSi(x))V£(x) is bounded by Corollary 5.1 and <s, 5t-(x)> is α0-Holder continuous
by Lemma 5.1.

Next, we prove the Holder continuity of \s*(x)\(d/dns(x))V£(x). For x,
x e 5(0, r2) with \x — x|^r4, we assume that |s*(x)|^|s*(x)| and 5*(x)^0, and
put w = x + \x — x\ns(x) and z = x + |x — x\ns(x). Here we let ns(x) = ns(x) if

s*(x) = 0. Then

By Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, we have μ jgClx-xK and |J4 |gC|x-x|/>, and by
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.4 we have \J2\^C\x — x\β, where the constants C depend only
on K4, M6, M7, r3, α0, α 1 ? maxs |/| and the Holder constant of/.

To estimate J3, we observe that

(5.3) |(x-x)*(x)| ^ C|x-x|1+αo,

(5.4) 1 - |ns(x)*(x)l g Σϊ=ι \<*M, ^X)>l

^ Σj-*+ι Σϊ=ι l<^), 5/x)>| |<5/x), 5t (x)>|

^ C|x~x|αo

and
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(5.5) |s*(x)| |rcs(x) - ns(x)\ ^ 2\s*(x) - s*(x)|

^ 2 ΣU+i \<s, Φ»Φ) ~ <*, Si(x)X<x)|

^ C|x-x|αo,

by (S-3) and Lemma 5.1, where the constants C depend only on X4. Now,

put w = (w — x)*(x) for simplicity. Since

w = (x-x)*(x) + |x-x|ns(x)*(*),

(5.3) and (5.4) imply that

(5.6) | |w | - |x-x| | ^ C|x-x|1+α°

and

(5.7) \W\x-Z\) -ntf)\

^ \(x-x)*(x)\\x-x\-i

From (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7), it follows that

|5*(x)| |(w-Jc)*(Jc)/|(w-JE)*(ί)l - (z-x)*(x)/|(z-x)*(x)l I

= |5*(x)| |(w/|w|) - ns(x)|

^ |5*(x)|| |w| - |χ-jc|Mχ-χ|-ι + | s*(χ)||w/|x-x| - ns(x)|

^ C|x-x|αo

with a constant C depending only on K4. Thus, by Theorem 3.3, |J3| ̂ C|x — x\β

with C depending only on the values described in the theorem. The proof of the

theorem is now complete.

5.5. A generalization of a theorem of Liapunov

Let r>0, 0<0<π/2 and a be a unit vector in R". For a point x° in R",

we denote by C(x°; a, r, θ) the truncated closed cone with vertex at x°, axis

along L(x°, α), height r and angle θ, that is, the set of all points x satisfying the

inequalities

|x-x°| cos θ ̂  <x - x°, α> ^ r.

Since S satisfies α0-condition uniformly on 5(0, r2), by Lemma 5.2 there are

positive numbers C and r* depending only on K4, r3, α0 and 0, such that

\z-x\ + \x-y\£C\z-y\

for every x e S(0, r2), ^ e S and z e C(x; s fc+ ̂ x), r*, θ) .
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LEMMA 5.5 (cf. [9; Lemma 9]). Let 0<α^l and 0<0<π/2. Assume that
g is a function defined on \J y€S(Q r2) C(y \ sk+ί(y), r*9 0)\5(0, r2) for which there
is a positive number CΛ such that

\g(x)-g(x)\ rgCJx-xl",

whenever x, xeC(y; sk+l(y), r*, θ)\{y} for some yeS(Q, r2). Let g(x) be equal

to g(x) on \JyeS(o,r2) C(y; sk+ί(y), r*/2, 0/2)\5(0, r2) and defined by

l l r nz-»x,zeC(jc;sk + i ( x ) , r * , 0 ) \ { ; c } 9\z)

on 5(0, r2). Then for r with 0<r<r2, g is cc-H older continuous on \Jyes(o,r)
C(yι sk+l(y), r*/2, 0/2) vvjίft Holder constant depending only on Cί9 K4, r3, α, α0

PROOF. First, we prove that g is α-Holder continuous on 5(0, r). Since 5
satisfies α0-condition uniformly on 5(0, r2), it is enough to show that g is α-
Holder continuous on 5 near the origin. If we choose p so large that cos 0/2 <
p/(p + 1), then we can find r5 (>0) depending only on K4, r3, α0 and 0 such that

x + p\x-x\sk+ί(x)εC(x; st+1(x), r*/2, 0/2)

for every x, xe5(0, r5). Given x, xe5(0, r5), let w = x-f p\x — x\sk+ι(x). Then
by our assumption

\g(x)-g(w)\^Cί\x-w\- and |<?(w)-0(x)| ^ C,\w-x\-9

which imply

where C2=2(l+/?)αC1? since |x-w|gp|x-x| and |w-x|^(l +/?)|x-x|. Thus
^ is α-Hδlder continuous on 5(0, r) with Holder constant depending only on
C l 5 K49 r3, α, α0 and 0. Next we prove the assertion of the lemma. For sim-
plicity, we denote the cone C(y\ sk+l(y), r*, 0) (resp. C(y; sk+1(y), r*/2, 0/2)) by
C(y) (resp. C*(y)) for y e 5(0, r2). For x, x e W,eS(0>r) C*(j;), there exist y, y e
5(0, r) such that xeC*(j;) and xeC*(y). If xeC(y), then \g(x)-g(x)\ ^CJjc- x|β.
Thus suppose x^ C(y) and x^ C(y). Since x e C*(j;) and x e C*(y), we see that

\x-y\ ^C3 |x-x| and \x-y\ g C3 |x-x| ,

where C3 =^ cosec 0/2, so that

\g(x)-g(y)\ ^ C\\x-y\« ^ QCflx-xK

\g(x)-g(y)\ ^ CJx-W ^ QCflx-xh

and
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1000-0001 ^ C4\y-y\* £ C4(l+2C3)«|x-xh

where C4 is the Holder constant of g on S(0, r). Hence,

\g(x)-g(x)\^C\x-x\*.

Thus the lemma is proved.

Now we give a generalization of a theorem of Liapunov [6 Chap. II, §7 or

Appendix, §1] and [11 Theorem 3]).

THEOREM 5.2. Let k = n — l,λ = n — 2, 0<α0<l and 0<r<r2. Assume
that Φ e C2(JB(">(0, 4r0)\{0}), that it satisfies (Φ-4) and (Φ-7) with λ = n-2 and

that (Φ-8) with k = n—i holds. Let K be a compact set contained in {x —

(x', *„); xn^\l/n(x')9\x'\£r} or in {x = (x'> XΛ); xn£ψn(x')9 \x'\^r} and Kc
β(π)(0, 2r0). /// is ati-H older continuous on S, -then the derivative (d/ds)V£> in
any direction s can be extended to be min {α0, a^-H older continuous on K.

PROOF. We prove only the case Kc{x; xn^>ψn(x'), |x'|^r}. Let 0<

r<r'<r2. Then there exists a positive number r6 such that for x e K n
{x; dist(x, 5)gr6}, the point yx nearest to S from x belongs to S(0, r'), so that

yx — x is a normal to S at yx and

K Π {x; dist(x, S) ̂  r6} c W^ox) C(^; sn(y), r6, 0)

for any ,̂ 0<^<π/2. Hence, using Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 3.1, we obtain the

assertion.

THEOREM 5.2'. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 5.2, if K is

contained in {x; xn*z\l/n(x'), |x'|<>}, then (djds)V{> in the direction s is
min {α0, a^-Hόlder continuous on K, provided <s, sn(x)> ̂ 0/or eyery x 6 5 Π X.

In fact, since <5, sn(x)>^0, by Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 4.2 we have

(dlds)Vί(x) = \im^X9ΣeC(x;Sn(xM(d/dsWί(z)

for x e 5 Π K. Thus by Theorem 5.2 the assertion holds.
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